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The PCMA Capital Chapter is where “You Belong”!

Mission: The mission of PCMA and the Chapter is to be the leading organization for meeting 
and event professionals by delivering superior and innovative education and promoting the 
value of professional convention management. 

Fall Issue

From “App-rehension” to App-Comprehension: How to Select a Mobile 
Event App

by Phil Rappoport 
VP Sales & Marketing 

AgendaPop Mobile Event App 

When an event planner is considering using a mobile app, start 
with this question: “What is my attendee value proposition, 
and how will technology contribute to solutions?”
 
The “attendee value proposition” is like a mission statement 
for your event, and it incorporates questions like: Why is this 
event important to attendees? What is the outcome that we 
want? What are the meeting’s objectives?
 
Many events have elements of education, certification, 
idea sharing, networking, product demonstration, and 
sponsorship. Prioritizing these will help define the app 
experience you’re seeking. For example, a medical-related 
conference that highlights research advancements might 
require displaying abstracts. Conversely, there are meetings 
where socialization is key to a conference’s success because 
establishing relationships and creating memories are the 
reasons attendees come back. There’s no right or wrong, but 
finding the mobile app that can reflect that experience will 
make a difference.
 
Because there are now over 100 event app providers, it can be 
daunting to find the one app that can deliver all of those elements 
at a price that meets your budget. So, here are some things to 
think about when seeking prospective mobile app providers: 
 
 1. Features, Navigation, and Customization

View several apps from each provider you interview. Think 
about the demographics of your attendees. From the very 
first screen, can you envision them quickly understanding 
how to find the information they’re looking for? If education 
is important, is the app organized well to show schedules, 
speaker profiles, downloadable presentations, surveys, 
polls, and note-taking? If socialization is important, 
look at chat capabilities, activity feeds, and gamification. 

2. Support and Workflow

Gain a good understanding of the provider’s timeline and 
other requirements to produce the app. Review the back-
end publishing tool. Does it seem easy to use? What kind 
of training and ongoing support will the provider make 
available to you in the months leading up to the event, 
and what are the help procedures and availabilities during 
the event for last-minute changes?

  
  3. Contracts and Pricing

Review what’s included in the app proposal and what may 
cost extra. Would you rather try the app for one event 
and then make a long-term decision, or does the provider 
require you to commit to multiple events and years? Are 
you getting a branded app, or do your attendees need to 
download the provider’s app first and then search for their 
event? Are there fees to integrate with your registration 
platform? Is the provider charging an annual fee? Can the 
app perform without Wi-Fi? 

Reach out to references. Don’t assume that the most well-
know names in the app industry are the easiest to work with 
or that a higher price means it must be a better product. 
 
A good resource is the annual Event App Bible, which can be 
downloaded for free at www.eventmanagerblog.com/event-
app-bible. To help compare app providers, we’ve developed a 
one-page worksheet that lists key questions. For a free copy, 
send an email to phil@agendapop.com with the subject line 
“Questions.”
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Message from the Board
Jim Kelley

President
Joy Womack, CMP
Experient
703.239.7504
Joy.womack@experient-inc.com

President-Elect
Diane Kovats, CAE, CMP
International Society for Computational Biology
760-522-8805
dkovats@iscb.org

Treasurer
Marcus Eng, CMP
American Public Transportation Association
202.496.4874
meng@apta.com

Secretary
Vicki Johnson, CMP
Vicki Johnson & Associaties, LLC
703.532.3166
vicki@vjmeetings.com

Immediate Past President
Mary Gallagher, CMP
LA Tourism & Convention Board
571.384.6507
mgallagher@LATourism.org

Directors 
Mary Beth Baluta, Cincinnati Convention and Visitors Bureau
   703.892.0330; mbbaluta@cincyusa.com
Mindy Halpert, CMP, Consotium for School Networking
   202.410.2778; mhalpert@cosn.org 
Jim Kelley, PRG Corporate & Tradeshow Services
   404,214.4833; jkelley@prg.com
Geralyn Krist, CMP, CTA, Visit Kansas City
   816.691.3822; gkrist@visitkc.com
John Rubsamen, Americans for the Arts
   202.371.2830x2008; jrubsamen@artsusa.org
Malene Ward, CMP, CEM, Adestra, Inc.
   malene.ward@adestra.com

Committee Chairs
Communications
   Caroline Gardner, CMP, Destination DC
   Jennifer Haire, CMP, National Center for State Courts
Community Services
   Peter O’Brien, CMP, CASE, Marriott International
   Jeanette Naiman, CMP, AMSUS-The Society for Federal Health
   Professionals
Emerging Professionals
   Katharine Gausmann, CMP, National Association of Secondary
   School Principals
   Christine Faiman, CMP, Marriott Global Sales Organization
Government Relations/Advocacy Task Force
   Annette Suriani, CMP, AMS Meetings Solutions
   Rosa Mendosa-Friedheim, CASE, CDMP, Greater Fort Lauderdale
   Convention & Visitors Bureau
Marketing
   Natalie Sorkin, American Public Health Association
   Kristen Twyman, CMP, Experient
Membership
   Ryan Barth, CMP, Conference Direct
   Rebecca Murphy, CMP, NACUBO
Professional Development
   Sara Haywood, CMP, Association of American Geographers
   Dan Ketelsen
   Samantha Moore, Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America
Sponsorship
   Rebecca Ramsey, Greater Madison Convention & Visitors Bureau
   Liz Dane, St. Petersburg Clearwater Area CVB
   
Chapter Liaison to PCMA National Board of Directors
Tamela Blalock, MTA, CMP, National Association of Wholesale Distributors

Capital Chapter:  pcmainfo@ascent-management.com

If you have any comments, suggestions or would like to write an  
article for The Chatter, email:  PCMAchatter@gmail.com
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What makes an Olympic Champion? As many of us have 
watched the Olympics recently we have seen the victories, 
the awarding of medals and the celebrations. However, what 
we don’t see are the days of waking up in the darkness, the 
hours of practice before most of us have gotten out of bed, 
and in many cases a day followed by what we would refer 
to as ‘day jobs or school’, often ending with another training 
session before going to sleep. What we witnessed recently 
was only the tip of the iceberg and the culmination of years 
of training.  

Let’s look at Michael Phelps. His training regime involves 
approximately eight miles of swimming six days a week. 
The average length of his Olympic races this year was one 
hundred and fifty yards. He effectively trained daily for a 
race that was 1% of the length of his daily swims. Success 
and winning is not about the race; it is about the efforts put 
in before the race. In Michael Phelps’ case, success was 99% 
training and 1% competing.

So what does this have to do the with PCMA Capital Chapter? 
The answer is simple; we are your training ground. The value 
of the education, content, and networking provided by the 
Capital Chapter is a means for you to train, get better at your 
craft, and to hone your skills. The results you get are in direct 
relation to the effort you put in to taking advantage of what 
is offered; your willingness to participate; and in some cases 
making a sacrifice and doing what is a little uncomfortable 
and hard. This may be as simple as attending an education 
program and asking a question, writing an article for the 
Chatter, or talking to someone new at a networking event.

You are a part of the PCMA Capital Chapter Team and we 
need you to train for us to all win! •

If you want to be the best,  
you have to do things that other people 

aren't willing to do     

— Michael Phelps

We hope you enjoy this months Chatter which focuses  
on Technology & Social Media;  

#beconnectedbutdonotforgetthepowerofF2F

Going for the Gold….

"
"



VisitOmaha.com/MeetHere

Named a “Top 10 Foodie City”, Omaha is filled with travel-worthy dishes.  
Make the pilgrimage for one of our legendary mouth-watering steaks. And 
did you know Omaha has been raising Reuben since the beginning. Yep, the 
sandwich was invented here, and you should always travel for the original. 
Whether you’re craving a farm-to-table experience or a savory global flavor, 
our dining scene fills the plate. So go ahead, extend your cheat day. 

Isn’t that why elastic waistbands were invented? 

Omaha - Home of the original Reuben

ADD AN “S” TO CHEAT DAY.

OCVB013-04 PCMA CAPITAL CHATTER SEPT ISSUE
Omaha Convention & Visitors Bureau 
Color:  4/color
Size:  T - 7.5”x9.5””  B - 7.75”x9.75”
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Every four years the DMV hospitality industry is provided 
the opportunity to showcase the best it has to offer. With 
the quadrennial celebration of a new or returning president, 
hotels are looking for new and innovative ways to improve 
the experience of their guests. While certainly not absolute, 
former key draws to inaugural properties have focused on 
competing “things” (who has the best bottle of champagne 
vs. the best dinner vs. the best doorman) and proximity 
to the parade route or White House. Beginning in 2008, 
President Obama’s inauguration heralded the ascension of 
the Gen X/Millennial driven administration shifting the 
focus to the property that has the best experience for the 
dollar. A key factor in determining which hotels can offer 
the best experience is the level of accessibility guests have to 
services, and this is driven by high-end hotel tech. 

Accessibility and services; the St. Regis, which already has 
its location going for it, will be providing an on demand, 
Uber like, golf cart transportation service for its guests. 
This service is partially a result of its location within the 
security zone but it also highlights the industry’s embracing 
of new tech in a different way. Remember the concept of ride 
sharing was in its infancy in 2008 and still a relatively new 
thing in 2012.  Other hotels in the DC area will be placing 
tablets in their guest rooms that guests may use to order 
services, transportation, and entertainment while they wait 
in potentially very cold bleacher seats prior to the inaugural 
parade. “Apps” are another big thing. All of the major hotel 
chains, and many of DC’s boutique properties, are launching 
or honing their apps to meet the needs of their guests. Being 

Inaugural Hotel Tech: The Experience

able to access service-on-demand will appeal to any guest 
who needs their inaugural ball tuxedo pressed or that last 
minute line-stander reservation for Rose’s Luxury. 

A key focus of many hotels for the inauguration is ensuring 
that their IT infrastructure is able to support all of the tech 
that its guests bring with them. Simply put, even more so than 
the average DC business traveler, the inaugural demographic 
is a connected one. One engineer mentioned that he would 
be doing his best to ensure access to 90 Mbps+ of bandwidth 
beginning in 2017 (the industry average at a 5 star property 
being 80 Mbps). It would be hard to schedule that golf cart to 
the Blair House if one could not connect their second iPhone 
to the hotel’s network.

The end result is that the 2017 inauguration will allow DC 
area hotels to showcase their existing and new technology, 
further building their connections with the customers who 
will most likely be looking for a hotel upon their return to 
DC during the ensuing four years. • 

Kyle West, CMP, MBA 
WorldTEK Events

It’s no wonder National Geographic rated Madison, Wisconsin as one of the Top 10 Happiest  
Cities in the World: Our city boasts five sparkling lakes, and our state capitol and UW-Madison 
campus are connected by a single, walkable street lined with retail, restaurants and museums. 

Besides earning national recognition for our amenities, we’ve also earned the praise of planners 
and attendees: 100% of exit surveys show Madison met or exceeded expectations as an  
event destination.

Discover more about why we’re ranked repeatedly and booked eagerly at 
visitmadison.com/happy.

HAPPIEST CITY. HAPPY PLANNERS. HAPPY ATTENDEES.
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L o n g  B e a c h

800.452.7829 | MeetInLongBeach.com       MeetLBC       MeetInLongBeach

Imag ina t i on  rea l i z ed .

California Fresh, Urban Coast

The Pacifi c Room brings together dazzling light, sound, décor and atmosphere for an infi nitely 

versatile experience. A turnkey setting with pre-wired, pre-rigged lighting and sound, and stylish 

furnishings — all of which is yours to utilize at no charge — saving over half a million dollars in 

rental and labor costs. Experience an atmosphere that invites connection and rocks the wow factor 

— there’s nothing like it (on this planet anyway).  
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With the continuous morphing of social media there is often 
confusion about how best to use LinkedIn for Business.  
Following are some ideas about how to use LinkedIn and 
recommendations on what to avoid. 

Do connect with people you have met at Tradeshows, 
Networking Events, and Business Meetings and through 
correspondence.  It is great to grow your network!

Do Not shotgun an invite to every person who shows up in 
your LinkedIn feed as “people you may know”.   

Do create a personal note about how and where you met 
the individual you are trying to connect with; this approach 
reminds your pending connection that you did actually meet 
and you are not a virtual stranger. 

Do Not use the form message that pops up or simply hit the 
connect button, it is impersonal and tends to be less accepted 
(this can impact your future requests).

Do post educational material, consider writing your own 
“LinkedIn Post” (an article format works best), share articles 
you have found useful and make comments on other posts. 

Do Not CONTINUALLY post Facebook type posts – it is okay 
to be personal once in awhile; however, if you consistently 
share what you are eating or your grandchild’s picture, it is 
likely you will be removed from your connections LinkedIn 
Feed. 

Do help your circle of influence – learn about a job opening, 
share it! 

Do Not bash people in your post or comments – the old 
adage if you have nothing nice to say……

Do share appropriate business information.  This is a place 
to keep people informed, be consistent about sharing 
information and keep your newsfeed relevant. 

If you are a Twitter user DO link your LinkedIn account to 
Twitter for increased exposure among your connections. 

Do use LinkedIn for learning about potential clients, growing 
your circle of influence, educating yourself and job searches.

Do Not avoid using this important tool – if you are unsure 
about how to start, take a class at any number of our industry 
events, ask a colleague who is LinkedIn savvy or go online 
and search for A GAZILLION articles about how to use 
LinkedIn. •  

LinkedIn – To Do/Not To Do

by Tanna Pearman, National Sales Manager  
Silver Legacy Reno, NV

Norfolk, Virginia offers everything you’d expect 

from a modern meeting city and a few bright 

spots you didn’t. State-of-the-art meeting services 

and venues inspire interest, collaboration and 

success, while a world of dining, entertainment 

and waterfront recreation await right outside. 

Discover it all at visitnorfolktoday.com/meet.

1-800-368-3097



THE COLORADO CONVENTION CENTER IS EXPANDING TO CREATE A BEST-IN-CLASS FACILITY

Trim: 7.5x9.5
Bleed: 0
Live: 7x9

VD: PCMA Capital Chapter
EXPAND HORIZONS

10626

Start planning at 
CONVENTIONSELEVATED.COM

Spectacular rooftop 
expansion underway

150-mile views of 
the Rocky Mountains
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Newly Renovated Meeting Space! 

  FHI 360 Conference Center  
Inspired Meeting Spaces in the Nation’s Capital  

www.fhi360conferencecenter.org 
conferencecenter@fhi360.org 
202-884-8583 

Come see our updated look!  Featuring… 

 Meeting space for 5-300 guests 

 Naturally-lit pre-function spaces 

 Ability to accommodate general session of up to 300 guests, 
and up to 9 separate breakout sessions 

 On-site Audio-Visual Support Technicians 

 Speaker Green Room, Lactation Room, Charging Station 

 Complimentary WiFi 

 Convenient Dupont Circle location, 4 blocks from Metro 

Droning On…  

by Donny Neufuss 
Director, Business Development

Production Resource Group, LLC

In August, I had the distinct pleasure to attend the 2016 
National Drone Racing Championships in New York 
City.  The entire reason I was there came from a simple 
conversation I had during lunch at PCMA EduCon in St. 
Louis.  It turns out the woman sitting next to me was doing 
a lot of work in the drone space.  I, being a massive geek 
and fascinated with drone technology, created a barrage of 
questions that inundated this poor woman simply trying to 
eat her chicken. Two months later there I sat watching drones 
race around the track on Governor’s Island at 100 mph.

While sitting in the tent next to the track, they had Virtual 
Reality (VR) goggles available for spectators to put on. The 
goggles were tuned into cameras in each of the drones. The 
racers all wear goggles that allow them to fly the drone as if 
they were sitting in it.  This meant that you were seeing what 
the racers were seeing.   Putting on those goggles created 
an experience, unlike anything I had every experienced 
before. It gave a level of engagement that gave me an instant 
appreciation for the pilots and what they were doing. This 
would have been impossible not too long ago.

The point is traditional A/V technology will not be enough 
for our meetings and events. Attendees will want to be in it.  
They will expect to be the drone pilot for a brief moment, 
not just watch it on a screen. With wearable technology, 
virtual reality, and big data event intelligence becoming more 
available and affordable, this is right around the corner.  It is 
our job to learn, embrace and leverage these tools. •

Are You Getting the Best Out of 
Your Vendor Contract?
Meeting Vendor Contracts 101, hosted on August 25, 2016, 
welcomed 97 attendees (62% planners) to the Emerging 
Professional Committee’s (EPC) roundtable event. The 
program encompassed seven roundtables: convention centers, 
mobile apps, on-site services, photography, speaker bureaus, 
staffing and transportation.  Each roundtable was facilitated 
by an industry expert who guided the discussion around the 
“do’s and don’ts” of negotiating contracts in each arena. 

Overall, attendees experienced truthful conversations about 
negotiating tricky contracts, being aware of contract pitfalls, 
and how to get the best out of a contract with the vendors 
themselves. As one attendee commented “I really liked that 
we all broke out into small groups to get further information 
on the presentation each vendor did. I like (that) the meeting 
allowed for such intimate groups instead of listening to a full 
on presentation.” 

With the success of this event, PCMACC will consider 
hosting a similar event in 2017 that will allow for more 
candid discussions between meeting planners and their 
suppliers with an emphasis on education rather than sales 
pitches. We look forward to seeing you next year!

Thank you to our fantastic host Hilton Alexandria Old Town 
and program sponsor Cincinnati USA CVB. Extra thanks 
goes to Heather Kyler, Meeting Manager, of ASCB who 
championed this event, we couldn’t have done it without  
you! •

by Christine Faiman, CMP 
Chair, Emerging Professionals Committee /

Global Account Executive, Marriott International
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Boston. Where the Crowds are Always within Reach.

Run Better. In Boston.

THREE world-class hotels, TWO upscale shopping  
destinations and ONE Hynes Convention Center,  
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF! 

Arrange a site visit today. For special offers,  
call Greg Norek, Director of National Accounts  
at 617.236.6135 or visit 3-2-1Connect.com.

Break Records at Boston’s Back Bay  
Meeting Destination

3-2-1 Connect

To begin planning your 
next event, contact 
Amy Medawar: 
amymedawar@aia.org 
or at 202-626-7312

THE AMERICAN 
INSTITUTE  
OF ARCHITECTS

Made for Events: Snapchat 
Geofilters

by Alex Plaxen 
President/Founder 

Little Bird Told Media 
PCMA 20 in their Twenties 2016 

@aplaxen

When Instagram introduced 
“Instagram Stories” recently, 
many said Snapchat was dead. 
Articles with similar headlines 
to TechCrunch’s "Instagram 
castrates Snapchat like Facebook 
neutered Twitter,” went viral.  
But, once we step outside the 
tech bubble and step into the 
events world, it’s easy to see that 
Snapchat isn’t going anywhere. What separates Snapchat 
from other social media platforms is geofilters. 

A geofilter is a picture overlay, usually consisting of graphics 
and words, that users can put on top of their photos and 
videos. Geofilters use location services to provide location-
based filters.

For example, if I’m in Washington D.C., there are Washington 
D.C. specific geofilters that I can use. Those are called 
“Community Geofilters.” What makes geofilters valuable 
to the events community is their “On Demand Geofilters,” 
which allow you to create your own, select a location, date, 
and time, and pay a small fee. 

For events, On Demand Geofilters provide a way for your 
attendees to not only share with their friends, families, and 
colleagues where they are, but it also gives you an opportunity 
to sell more sponsorships with very little overhead. Little 
Bird Told Media created a geofilter, put our logo on it, and 
had it available for 4 hours during a reception at MPI’s World 
Education Congress. It cost less than $20 and had over 4,250 
views. For those counting, that’s less than half a penny per 
view. That’s a pretty outstanding return on our investment. 
It was used 182 times. That’s an average of 23 views per 
use. In this sense, Snapchat is made for events in a way that 
Instagram Stories is not.

It should be said that there’s no one way to use geofilters for 
an event. You can create different geofilters for your keynote 
speaker, your sponsors, the tradeshow floor, your opening 
reception, and more. • 



 c
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Krystine grew up in Cape Cod, so 
representing the Connecticut Convention 
Center and “The Gateway to New England” 
is like coming home for her!  “Hartford 
makes me nostalgic for my childhood 
in the New England area. The food, the 
people, the fall foliage all hold a special 
place in my heart!” After graduating 

from Towson University in Towson, Maryland, Krystine 
began working in the Human Resources Department of the 
Baltimore Convention Center as a Personnel Assistant.  Over 
her twelve years in Baltimore, Krystine held various positions 
in the Sales & Marketing Department including Account 
Executive and Sales Manager before moving into her current 
role with the Connecticut Convention Center.

“My favorite thing about working for Hartford is having the 
opportunity to introduce a client to all we have to offer, work 
with them to make their event successful in our destination, 
and then see that come to fruition.” A member of PCMA 
since 2006, Krystine is actively involved in the PCMA 
Chesapeake Chapter and has held several board positions 
including Director of Membership, Secretary and Treasurer 
and is currently serving as President-Elect. “I am looking 
forward to my presidency in 2017 and continuing to promote 
PCMA through our chapter’s education, networking and 
community events.” Krystine also volunteers for the Capital 
Chapter Communications Committee.

“When I am not on the road promoting Hartford, I enjoy 
being home, reading a great book, spending time with family 
and friends and playing with Roxie, my 2 year old Jack 
Russel/Beagle.” •

Member Spotlights

Spotlight on a Planner
Tracie Howard, CMP 
Meetings Manager 
AcademyHealth

Spotlight on a Supplier 
Krystine LoBianco, CMP 
National Sales Manager 
Connecticut Convention Center

by Marilyn Atchue-Zuill 
Global Account Director 

HPN Global

Tracie is all about family! An identical 
twin and one of four girls, if she doesn’t 
see her family daily, she talks with them. 
Tracie’s twin, Stacie, is her best friend. 
They graduated from different colleges on 
the same day and made it to each other’s 
graduation. Tracie also loved talking with 
her grandmother, a strong-willed woman 

with great insight.  She raised seven children and never let 
grass grow under her feet.  Grandma made Tracie’s much-
loved Dad the man he is today.

With meeting planning as her goal, Tracie began her college 
career in Johnson and Wales’ Hospitality Management 
Program and finished in Business Marketing at the University 
of Baltimore.  Her career path was paved with internships, 
the Baltimore Artscape Festival being her favorite. She loved 
working with talent, making sure all their needs were met and 
then seeing the artists and “finished product” at the festival. 
Upon graduation, Tracie joined the AcademyHealth family 
and 17 years later she is still there, growing in expertise along 
the way.  Her greatest accomplishment??? Earning her CMP.

What does Tracie do for hobby and fun? She makes wedding 
invitations (yep!), plays with her English bulldog, Pazelee, 
does dinner and movies with sisters and friends and enjoys 
outdoor life.  Her ideal vacation is a toss-up between the 
beach with umbrella, breeze blowing… drink in hand, or 
beautiful mountain scenery… drink in hand. •  

by Will Trokey, CMP 
Visit Charlotte

Connect with the 
Capital Chapter!

Connecting with the Capital Chapter is not just about 
tracking what we are up to. We want to see what you 
are up to as well. 

PCMA Capital Chapter has become the first PCMA 
chapter to have an Instagram account because we  
believe in being creative and having fun with our  
communication.  However, it is only as good as our 
members make it, so start shooting and posting today! 

Follow us @pcmacapitalchapter and remember to tag 
us in your spring meeting photos as well by adding us 
into the comments or tag section. •

@PCMACC

•Katharine Gausmann, CMP is leaving the National 
Association of Secondary School Principals 
(NASSP) and heading to a new role as a Project 
Manager in the government contracting sector. 
•Sara Kilkenny formerly with Association of Clinical 
Research Professionals is now Director of Meetings 
at School Nutrition Association. 
•Christine M. Klein, CMP is nowVice President, 
Meetings & Events at National Defense Industrial 
Association. •

News Bytes
Email your news: PCMAchatter+news@gmail.com
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Gold Sponsors

WE SALUTE OUR SPONSORS!

Platinum Sponsors

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsors

Mark Your Calendar

Please join us for these upcoming events. Visit our 
chapter website for details and to register: 
www.pcma.org/connect-and-grow/chapters/capital

9/23       K Street Farm: Community Services  
 Project
 3:00pm - 6:00pm 
 111 K St. NW, Washington, DC 20001 
9/28 Globalize Your Meeting State Side and   
 take the Leap Internationally 
               3:00pm - 6:30pm 
 FHI360, 1825 Connecticut Ave. NW,  
 Washington, DC 20009     

10/13 Get Hooked: Joint Networking Event with  
 PCMA Capital Chapter and MPI Potomac    
 6:00pm - 9:00pm 
 The Odyssey, 600 Water St. SW,  
 Washington, DC 20024   

10/26 Team Work Makes the Dream Work –   
 Uniting Meetings and Education  
 4:00pm - 7:00pm 
 AUSA, 2425 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA   
 22201      

MGM DETROIT_ROAR CAMPAIGN_MGM DETROIT
BILLBOARDS_05.09.13

#60

BILLBOARD EXTENDED CANVAS

E X C L A M A T I O N  P O I N T .
Don’t end your meeting with a Q&A. End it with an

© 2016 MGM Grand Detroit. Excludes Michigan Disassociated Persons.

With 30,000 square feet of flexible meeting space 
with the latest technology, a 400 room hotel, 
unique lounges, spa and signature restaurants, 
we make every meeting a spectacular event.

Contact 877.MGM.EVNT (646.3868) or send your RFP to sales@det.mgmgrand.com
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Run Better. In Boston.

The Most Accessible Convention City  
YOU’LL EVER RUN ACROSS

Daily, non-stop flights from 54 cities around the world,  
including Europe, Asia and the Middle East. The shortest U.S.  

airport-to-convention-center times. More qualified attendees within  
a two-hour travel radius of any other North American city.  

And a compact, easy-to-navigate city. 

Schedule a site visit or learn more at SignatureBoston.com or 877.393.3393.

Record Breaker


